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Abstract: Architectured materials are a new class

of engineering materials obtained via a design

process aiming at fulfilling a given set of

requirements through functionality, behavior, or

performance induced by a specific morphological

arrangement between multiple phases. Compliant

mechanics with multistable configurations [1] can

be derived from such materials, enabling specific

behaviors with a disruptive potential for human

interfaces within the automotive industry.

In the context of a more sustainable and frugal

design of automotive-human interfaces, we aim at

exploring the possibilities offered by compliant

mechanisms in terms of user experience within

the car interior, and efficiency for the mechanical

system, with a limited number of parts, without

external energy sources, etc.

Human morphology, limitation in terms of forces,

and proprioceptive analysis will be studied,

analyzed and will guide the design of compliant

systems. The force amplitude needed for adaptive

multistable mechanisms will be determined so as

to be compatible with human behavior. Such

design principles will be integrated within a

mechanical part design methodology using a

finite element analysis framework as a basis for

optimization [2]. Manufacturability of the designed

part will be integrated at this stage.

The main objective of the current project is to

propose a methodology to design compliant

mechanisms for car interior applications based on

a study of architectured materials, such as

origami, kirigami, or lattices structures. Prototypes

will be manufactured and characterized for

validating the proposed modeling, design and

human centric approach.
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